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Aiming at a conformal doping of the source/drain regions in order to induce a conformal underdiffusion and homogenous device operation, one can quickly recognize that classical beam implants fail to fulfill these needs, in particular when considering closely spaced fin's. Indeed the effects of different implant angles (top vs. bottom) and the concurrent variation in projected range, dose retention and sputtering as well as the effect of the wafer rotation when tilting is used, all lead to a non-conformal doping. Alternative processes such as plasma doping are being considered as, macroscopically, they hold the promise of conformality However on a microscopic scale this is no longer true and formation of conformal junctions with plasma based processes is equally difficult and relies on secondary processes such as resputtering, deposition and indiffusion etc. Their optimization is compromised by concurrent artifacts sputter erosion being the most important one. This will be discussed in detail in this presentation. Within these developments the measurement and identification of conformality is a key function. For this purpose we have extensively used SSRM to characterize the vertical/lateral junction depths, concentration levels and degree of conformality. As a complement to the SSRM technique we also developed a concept based on resistance measurements of fin's which allows to map the sidewall doping across the wafers and provides fast feedback on conformality. The concept uses the reduction of the sheet resistance of a fin which was covered with a hardmask during the implantation, as a measure for the degree of side wall doing. The concept is supported by theoretical simulations and verified using tilted implants. Finally we have developed a SIMS based approach (SIMS through FIN's) which provides a measure for the implanted dose on the sidewall.
